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Anness Publishing, United Kingdom, 2015. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand
New Book. This title deals with traditional food and cooking in 25 authentic dishes. You can
discover the delights of a distinctive Scandinavian cuisine in this new little book on Norwegian food
and cooking. It includes traditional dishes such as Norwegian Fish Mousse and Beef Patties with
Gravy, as well as regional specialities that include Bird s Nest Salad, Roe Deer Medallions with
Redcurrants, and Tosca Cake. The introduction offers a concise overview of this highly regarded
culinary tradition, plus a guide to the main ingredients of the country. From classic recipes for
meatballs and marinated herrings to unexpected combinations and local variations, this lovely
book unearths the mysteries of the magical food and cooking of Norway. Nutritional information for
every recipe is given. It is illustrated with wonderful photographs by William Lingwood of practical
steps and final dishes. The pearly clarity of the northern light of Norway is reflected in its pure and
wholesome national cuisine. Choose from cold table dishes such as Herb Cured Fillet of Elk, soups
that include apple and juniper, and fish dishes that feature salmon, crispy fried herring and
carp.Meat and game...
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Very useful for all group of people. It is amongst the most incredible pdf i actually have read through. Its been written in an extremely straightforward way
and it is just right after i finished reading through this pdf by which basically modified me, change the way i think.
-- Felicia Nikolaus-- Felicia Nikolaus

These sorts of ebook is the ideal book o ered. It can be writter in simple terms rather than confusing. I discovered this pdf from my dad and i advised this
publication to understand.
-- Mr. Alejandrin Murphy PhD-- Mr. Alejandrin Murphy PhD
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